
Use a pencil. show your work and units on all quantitative problems
Many answers can be found on the screen shots on the website (www.askeyphysics.org).  Also, don't 
forget to look at keys and help videos on Facebook & look over the Packet 4 History (-10 to +10pts) 

27pts

Use a pencil. show your work and units on all quantitative problems

RAW PENCIL PTS: _________  +  RED PEN PTS:  _________ =  TOTAL PTS _________ / 90pts   
P h y s i c s          name ___________________________________________                    period _____
90pt THT 4 - Part 1 (Derivatives,Power Rule, Vectors,Mom,ProjMot)    (1/22-1/29)/18 
Complete at least two sides worth of work of this Take Home Test before your group work on Tribe Day so you participate and ask good 
questions in your tribe’s discussion instead of just copying down what others wrote, I score this below at the beginning of your tribe work.

Pretribe Pts:    0/20      up to 5/20      10/20       15/20       20/20    
                    (no work)          (0-.5 side)              (1 side)         (1.5 sides)           (2sides)  

2.) (3pts) What is the velocity function 
of the following  position function?

1.) (6pts) Show the five steps 
Newton used to get from 

to  v = at

4.) (4pts)  For  v(t) = (5t4  -   4t3    +   8t   -   2) ft/min    
determine the units of each constant and determine what 
each constant represents. You must show work.

5.) (3pts) For   a(t) = (2t2  -    8t   +   2) mi/hr2    
determine the units of each constant and determine 
what each constant represents.   You must show work.    

6a.)(4pts) A particle moves along the x axis. It’s position is given by the equation      

   x = (-0.5t3 + 5t2 + 7t - 15.00)m   with x in meters and t in seconds.       
   Determine its  position at the instant it changes direction.
 

6b.) (4pts) At what exact position will the 
object be when it acheives its highest positive 
velocity?  Show your equation work below: 

3.) (3pts) What is the acceleration function of the 
following  position function?
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Plot the function on the graph:
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27pts
7.) (13pts) From the x(t) equation, determine the 
v(t), a(t), j(t) equations and plot the graphs. Use 
your graphing calculator or a free graphing app 
on your phone or laptop for the x vs. t graph and 
v vs. t  (show the negative time with dashes)

x(t) =  (1.5t3  - 2t2  -  6t   +   2) m

v(t) = 

a(t) = 

j(t) =

a.) (2pts) What is the initial velocity?                                                  b.)  (2pts)When does the object turn around?   

c.) (2pts)How far from the origin will the object be when it     d.) (2pts)Plot the acceleration vs. time for the object on the given graph.
    does turn around?
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e.) (2pts)What is the object's initial position?

11.)(6pts)

Point out where the P.O.I.'s 
are on the x, v, and a graphs
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8.)  Given the position function:    x(t)  =  (-3t3   +    45t    +    72) m        

33pts

____ 10.) (1pt) Scalar or vector? :   
the speed of a snail,  the time it takes to run a mile,  
acceleration of a missile,    the volume of an object
       a.) vector, scalar, scalar, vector             
       b.) vector, scalar, vector, vector                    
       c.) scalar, scalar, vector, vector
       d.) scalar, scalar, vector, scalar             
       e.) scalar , scalar, scalar, vector               
       f.) vector, vector, vector, scalar

9.)(3pts)



30pts

a.) (2pts) Describe this force vector using 
the i, j component method.

  b.) (2pts) Describe this vector in the   
    proper notation:

13.) For the following force vector:

12.)(6pts)

15.)  (12pts) Donald Trump is trying to strangle 
Chuck Schumer after accusing him of shutting 
down the government and ruining his $100,000/
ticket party at his Mar-a-Lago home.  Mitch 
McConnell throws a rope around Trump and 
attempts to pull him away from Representative 
Schumer with a force of 570N at an angle of 
50° N of E.  Steve Bannon steps out from behind 
the curtains and throws a rope around Trump and 
pulls him with a force of 350N at an angle of 
65° S of W.  Chris Christie notices Trump has a 
donut in his pocket so he throws a rope around 
him and pulls him with a force of 400N at an 
angle of 80° S of E.  In what direction and with   
    what force would special prosecutor Robert 

Mueller have to pull on Trump to keep 
        him totally still and calm him down?

Show your work on 
the detailed drawing

Stack and Rack Area
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Show your construction below:
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14.) (8pts)



30pts

Use a pencil. show your work and units on all quantitative problems

RAW PENCIL PTS: _________  +  RED PEN PTS:  _________ =  TOTAL PTS _________ / 60pts   
P h y s i c s               name ___________________________________________               period _____
60pt THT 4 - Part 2 (Derivatives,Power Rule, Vectors,Mom,ProjMot)        (1/22-1/29)/18 
Complete at least 1.5 sides worth of work of this Take Home Test before your group work on Tribe Day so you participate and ask good 
questions in your tribe’s discussion instead of just copying down what others wrote, I score this below at the beginning of your tribe work.

       Pretribe Pts:      0/15       up to 5/15         10/15          15/15        
                             (no work)            (.1-.5 side)              (1 side)              (1.5 sides)       

17.) ( 12pts ) You MUST use GOLD STANDARD Unit Analysis method:  You and your Ottoman Empire buddies are 
laying siege to Constantinople in 1453.  You are in charge of the cannon.  What must your launch velocity be in stadia 
per minute if you want your range to be 2500 cubits and the angle of the cannon is set at 30°? (ignore air drag)  
Conversions:   1 cubit = 18 inches  ,  1 stadion = 190 meters

ONLY coefficients and symbols 
of givens go in these boxes

Answer:

Required Drawing:Symbol thoughts  . . .  no numbers or units.Isolated symbol/coefficient Eq:

v =

18.) (6pts ) Students come in to eat lunch in the 
Cantina and they find out that the fridges are STILL 
empty. A riot breaks out and an enraged Pablo pushes 
the new red Kurig horizontally off the 1.5m high 
counter. The coffee maker lands on the floor 4.0m 
from the base of the counter.  With what velocity did 
Pablo push the coffee maker?  
Required Drawing: 

15.)  (12pts) Donald Trump is trying to strangle 
Chuck Schumer after accusing him of shutting 
down the government and ruining his $100,000/
ticket party at his Mar-a-Lago home.  Mitch 
McConnell throws a rope around Trump and 
attempts to pull him away from Representative 
Schumer with a force of 570N at an angle of 
50° N of E.  Steve Bannon steps out from behind 
the curtains and throws a rope around Trump and 
pulls him with a force of 350N at an angle of 
65° S of W.  Chris Christie notices Trump has a 
donut in his pocket so he throws a rope around 
him and pulls him with a force of 400N at an 
angle of 80° S of E.  In what direction and with   
    what force would special prosecutor Robert 

Mueller have to pull on Trump to keep 
        him totally still and calm him down?

___ 20.)(2 pts) Which ending makes this statement false:  If a ball undergoes type I  projectile motion . . .  a.) its  speed increases with time.              
      b.) there is no accel. in the x dir.       c.) its  vo equals  its  vf     d.) its inertia is the reason for ∆x      e.) its accel. magnitude is equal to  g.

___ 21.)(2pts) A projectile is fired horizontally above the surface of the moon (no air resistance). The projectile  maintains its horizontal   
      component of speed.  This is because the object . . .  a.) is not acted upon by any forces after it is fired.     b.) is not acted  upon by a   
       horizontal force after it is fired.   c.) is not acted upon by gravity.     d.) has no vertical speed to begin with.       e.) has vertical  inertia 

16.) (4pts) What is momentum (lil p) and what 
does it have to do with Newton's 1st law?
(I need at least one equation 
     and 40 words here.)

19.) (6pts ) 

32pts



___ 21.)(2pts) A projectile is fired horizontally above the surface of the moon (no air resistance). The projectile  maintains its horizontal   
      component of speed.  This is because the object . . .  a.) is not acted upon by any forces after it is fired.     b.) is not acted  upon by a   
       horizontal force after it is fired.   c.) is not acted upon by gravity.     d.) has no vertical speed to begin with.       e.) has vertical  inertia 

 23.)(7pts)  At what angle 
must a pumpkin chunker be 
set if it produces a muzzle 
velocity of  150.0  ft/s and 
the required range is  350 
ft.?

22.)  (7pts)  Starting with the drawing below of a Type IIA Projectile Motion, show the steps to derive the Range Equation:

v o

∆XR

𝝧

  Required Drawing: 

24.) (14pts) Crazy Joe parks his Chevy 50 ft from the edge of a 20 foot vertical cliff overlooking the ocean. The land is at an incline 
that makes an angle of 25° below the horizontal. Joe runs to meet his new valentine’s sweetheart, the 2SELL-HOMES lady, but leaves 
the Chevy in neutral. The car begins to roll down the incline with a constant acceleration of 8 ft/s/s. Draw the five graphs representing 
the air part of the car's kinematics. 
Required Labeled Drawing:
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Land work
Air work


